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Your kitchen isn’t just where you cook, it’s where you live. That’s why 

InvisacookTM has created the most revolutionary technology ever to 

maximize living space by transforming kitchen countertops into a 

seamless induction surface. Safe to cook and work on, Invisacook 

achieves a sleek and clutter-free look that’s beyond stylish.

 
RECLAIM YOUR COUNTERTOP SPACE

Integrating futuristic technology into existing kitchen models, 

Invisacook is specifically designed to defy conventions and visual 

expectations while enhancing overall counter range. Whether 

you’re looking to install it in your home or outdoor kitchen, in 

an RV, or on a boat, Invisacook eliminates the age-old dilemma 

between functionality and design. Enjoy the freedom to cook as 

much as you want in a setting adapted to your everyday needs. 
 
SMART COOKING

How does it work? Invisacook is installed under your countertop 

where it uses advanced Invisa-induction technology to safely heat 

through the material and create an effective cooking surface. 

Intuitive sensors recognize the presence of induction cookware with 

the added safety of an auto shut-off feature.  

5/8 in (1.5 cm) 
or less



FLEXIBLE DESIGN 

Invisacook isn’ t  just  faster  than both tradit ional  gas and electr ic  stovetops,  i t ’s  a lso safer. 

The future.
The technology.
The convenience. 

SPACE SAVING

Invisacook allows you to use 
valuable counter space as a 
working surface when not in use.

SAFE

With no direct heat generated, 
it’s one of the safest possible 
cooktops to have in your home. 

INVISIBLE 

Its seamless and invisible installa-
tion achieves a sleeker countertop 
and kitchen design.

Wi-Fi COMPATIBLE

It gives you the option to remotely 
control your cooktop from any 
smart device.

INDOOR/OUTDOOR 

Invisacook offers a myriad of 
indoor and outdoor installation 
options.

RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 

Designed to last, Invisacook is 
suitable for both residential and 
commercial use.
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With 3 different configurations, choose the right size for your 
available countertop space.

COUNTERTOP MATERIALS
 
Choose your countertop from a vast range of high performance Ciot 
surfaces such as Geoluxe, porcelain, and select granites, based on 
your personal design style and preferences.

INSTALLATION & WARRANTY

Your Ciot representative will connect you to a certified Invisacook 
fabricator once a 220 V or 120 V current is connected by a licensed 
electrician.

Invisacook comes with a controller that can be installed several diffe-
rent ways: inserted/integrated into a countertop, a backsplash, a tilt-
out drawer, or a pull-out inside an existing drawer.

You can also control your cooktop settings wirelessly from any smart 
device via the Invisacook application powered by Tuya.

Invisacook offers a one-year warranty on parts and labour, condi-
tional to proper maintenance as specified in the user manual.   
Please visit Invisacook.com/register-your-product to register your warranty.

COOKWARE

4 burners 

22.75 x 20 x 2 inches
(57.8 x 50.8 x 5.1 cm) 220 V

2 burners

12.25 x 20 x 2 inches 
(31.1 x 50.8 x 5.1 cm) 120-220 V

1 burner

11.5 x 14.75 x 2 inches 
(29.2 x 37.5 x 5.1 cm) 120 V

Invisacook works with all induction compatible cookware. 
Adhesive pan risers are provided with every unit to allow 
air flow and to protect your countertop from radiant heat 
and scratching. 



INVISACHARGE

Did you know charging your phone or other smart device is as 
simple as setting it down on the countertop? With no wires or pads 
needed, Invisacharge is suitable for any solid surface material from 
your kitchen counter to your nightstand or other work area up to a 
2-inch (5 cm) thickness. Each Invisacharge unit features a mounted 
bracket that houses a 110 V power supply and is compatible with all 
Qi standard mobile phones.
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Certified in Canada and USA.



www.invisacook.com


